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By the time the two entered the living room, Davi started struggling to keep her balance again. Her eyes 

suddenly felt heavy, and the next second she just bumped her head into Sei’s back. Causing the man in 

front who was holding her hand stopped as he turned at her. 

"Are you alright? Shall I take you to bed..." 

"No!" Davi’s immediate soldier-like rejection surprised Sei once again, even though he knew it was 

because she was drunk. 

"O-okay, then... sit here, I’ll go get water." Sei just said gently as he helped her sit on the sofa. That 

moment the girl turned into an obedient puppy once again as she hesitantly let go of his hand. Causing 

the man to land his hand in her head. 

"I’ll be back right away." He said gently and he hastily walked towards the dining room. 

Meanwhile, Zaki who was observing like an invisible ghost in the corner moved like a fast ninja the 

moment Sei left. He jumped behind her and he sidled towards Davi before he began to whisper. 

"I heard you came back to teach your husband a lesson, I wonder what kind of lesson is it young miss. 

Could it be that you’re planning to beat him or something?" 

The mischievous words of Zaki just made Davi looked fully awakened in an instant, as though a light bulb 

suddenly appeared in her head, remembering the do or die mission she needed to execute at all cost 

tonight. The intensity in her eyes then suddenly blazed wildly as she started looking as though she’s a 

game warrior sucking every energy and power around her before a certain decisive fight. Causing a large 

invisible sweat droplet to appear into Zaki’s head. 

Err... what happened? Don’t tell me... she’s really planning to beat him...? 

That moment, Zaki was about to ask again when he saw Sei’s silhouette approaching, causing him to 

immediately sat on the floor as he hid behind the sofa where Davi was sitting. 

The next second, as soon as Sei stood in front of her, he reached out the glass of water to her. However, 

the moment Davi took the glass in his hand, he glared at Sei with great intensity, looking as though she 

just wanted to devour him whole. Causing Sei to immediately went confused. 

Sei was about to open his mouth to ask what was wrong when Davi suddenly stood without drinking the 

water in her hand. She was still glaring at him with such serious eyes as she began ordering him like an 

absolute queen. 

"Sit!" she said and before the man could react, she started pushing him, forcing him to sit on the sofa. 

That moment, Sei was in a state of great confusion, however, he just let her control him without word as 

his gaze just locked on the girl before him. 

As soon as the man sat, Davi gulped the water in her hand before she nonchalantly threw the empty 

glass on the empty seat just beside him like a boss. 

And the next second, Davi suddenly slammed her hands one top of the sofa’s back rest while the 

masked man was in the middle of her hands, performing her very own kabe-don unto him. 



(Well, in Davi’s case... it should be sofa-don... Pffft!) 

 


